UC-204 Locovents! Events in your Location.
Abstract

Experience

Future Career Plans

Locovents” is the name of our android app-based project that will display to our
users an interactive list detailing the local events going on in their area. Our goal
for this project was to create a custom web scraper to display the any cool
events that might be occurring in their respective area. This fully functional
android app that scrapes the web and appropriately provides the user with
relative information. This way our users will not have to look up any concerts or
events that might be happening, all they would have to do is plug in their relative
location.

In the past three months we spent developing our application, we better
understood what we all enjoyed in the development process. We initially had
team members tied to a specific roles, but as actual development ramped up,
roles started to cross over. During the whole process, some of us learned or
preferred development roles while others preferred research and planning. From
frontend/backend development to research and QA testing, each one of us
better understood what we wanted focus on in our careers. The experience of
developing an idea into an application taught us more about the stress and time
management then from just reading it on textbooks. We had to learn new skills
and techniques on our own and report back on our findings every few days to
our colleagues. This give all of us a sense of drive to not fall behind because no
one wanted to be the one to hold back the team in terms on development
progression.

The final idea for this project was to implement a social aspect where our users
could communicate via the application to plan out their trips. Sadly, we did not
have the time to research more into implementing this feature due to deadlines.
Each one plan to use this project to better display our skills to our future
employers. Maybe one day in the meet back up and implement the social
messaging feature we all planned on creating.

Introduction
Our plan with Locovents is to build an interactive event map lister to make it
easier for both ourselves and others to find interesting and fun local events
near them. The only think we would ask from our users is their respective
location, and all of the information would be displayed with in the application in
seconds. The scope of our project originally was to start with the state of
Georgia, but we decided to update that to about thirteen states. With the ability
to make our project scalable enough to expand on this area if needed.
Our current target platform will be only mobile (Android) users as this will allow
us to reach a good number of users without being too overwhelming on our
server. Our development environment is a mix of java and python. Our
scraper/crawler is built using python while the application UI is built with java.
The user has the ability to log in and or continue as a guest to use the
application and all of that would be store in our database.
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We all learned how to manage our project and tasks without falling behind.
Communication became a large part of our project since we did not have any
guidance or handbook on how everything should be structured. Finally, since
we only had a few months to think of an idea and execute it, time management
was very important skill we all had to teach ourselves while being flexible with
everyone else's time.
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Materials and Methods
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Java
Python (Scrapy)
Marvel (prototyping)
Android Studios
PostgreSQL
GitHub
Teams
Photoshop (Logo)
Trello

We are focused on using agile methodology. We
will used Trello to create tickets and keep track of
work. Research and prototyping took most of our
development.
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